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Electronic structure of Cr, Mn, Fe, and Co transition metal (TM) ions in GaN and AlN was calculated
within generalized gradient approximation and GGA+U . The +U term was considered as a free parameter with
0 < U < 5 eV. Comparison with available data for intracenter optical transitions for Fe and Mn shows that good
agreement is obtained for values of U smaller than 1 eV.
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1. Introduction

2. Method of calculations

The known failure of the local density approximation

We performed GGA calculations with the Perdew

(LDA) or generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is

BurkeErnzerhof

the underestimation of the band gap in solids, ascribed

tial [3], using the

to the oversimplied treatment of exchange-correlation

QUANTUM-ESPRESSO code [4] according to Ref. [1].

eects.

We

The underestimation is particularly drastic in

transition metal (TM) oxides. A considerable improvement is obtained by adding the

+U

correction for particu-

lar atomic orbitals [1, 2]. While the impact of

+U

terms

employed

(PBE)

+U

exchange-correlation

poten-

corrections implemented in the

ultrasoft

atomic

pseudopotentials,

the

wurtzite (w ) 128-atom supercell, the plane wave basis
with the kinetic energy cuto of 40 Ry.

The Brillouin

zone summations were performed using the Monkhorst

2 × 2 × 2 k -point

was extensively discussed for ideal crystals, its impact

Pack scheme with a

on the electronic structure of defects is less understood.

the MethfesselPaxton smearing width of 0.068 eV. Ionic

However, apart from the practical aspects, this issue is

positions were optimized until the forces acting on ions

of fundamental importance because, as it is shown here,

were smaller than 0.02 eV/Å.

it provides a demanding test for the schemes improving

The

+U

mesh [5], and

correction was imposed on 2p [6, 7], giving

LDA or GGA, complementing the simple requirement of

the band gap of GaN is 3.2 eV. This is because the main

the correct band gap.

orbitals contributing to top of the valence band (TVB)

Infact, centres such Mn and Fe

ions in GaN are typical examples of defects that induce

are 2p(N). Adding the

a few levels in the gap, and their intracenter transitions

by additional 0.3 eV [8], leading to the agreement with

are known with high accuracy. We nd that the energies

the experimental value 3.5 eV. The

of the defect levels are more sensitive to the

U

correc-

tions than the band gap itself. An aspect important for
theory is that the

U -corrected

+U

The results of GGA+U cal-

culations were compared to available experimental data.
terms strongly aect the electronic structure of

TM impurities. Surprisingly, for

U (TM)

= 0, the ener-

gies of the gap levels induced by these centres, and of
the intra-centre optical transitions, agree well with experiment. In contrast, for

correction for TM

U (N)= U (TM)= 5

eV, these

energies are in substantial disagreement with experimental values by about 12 eV.

3. Results

+U

term was treated as a free parameter, and it was applied

+U

+U

opens the gap

to 5 eV.

term

for Cr, Mn, Fe, and Co ions in GaN and AlN. The

The

d(Ga)

level energies depend on

In this paper we analyse the impact of the

p(N) and d(TM) orbitals.

term to

ions was considered as a free parameter varying from 0

the occupancy, i.e., on the defect charge state.

to

+U

We consider here four common TM ions that substitute for Ga, in two wide band gap IIIV semiconductors,
GaN and AlN. In general, the atomic

d-shell

of a substi-

tutional TM ion is split by two factors, namely the crystal
eld and the exchange interaction. First, the crystal eld
generated by the four tetrahedrally-coordinated nearest
neighbors of TM splits the
and a

t2

triplet.

d(TM) shell into an e doublet

The splitting is of the order of 1 eV,

and the triplet higher in energy. Owing to the hexagonal
symmetry of the wurtzite host and to the coupling with
more distant neighbors, the

t2

further splits into a dou-

blet and a singlet with a splitting energy of about 0.15 eV,
which is small due to the smallness of the hexagonal perturbation.
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Second, the

d-shell

is split into spin-up and

spin-down states by the exchange interaction of about
12 eV. The charge state of a TM ion depends on the

(321)
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position of the Fermi level

EF ,

which in general is de-

lyzed TM ions, and thus their charge state is 3+, which

termined by the presence of intentional dopants, defects,

is assumed in the present calculations.

etc. Here, we consider GaN that contains only the ana-

energy levels of Cr, Mn, and Co are presented in Fig. 1.

The calculated

Fig. 1. Calculated energy levels of (a) Cr3+ , (b) Mn3+ , and (c) Co3+ ions in GaN as a function of U (TM). U (N) = 5 eV.

Fig. 2. Calculated energy levels of Fe3+ in (a) AlN and (b) GaN as a function of U (Fe). U (N)= 0.
As it follows from Fig. 1, the impurity levels strongly

U (TM). The dependence is explained by the fact that the +U term is applied to a
set of localized states {|mσi} [1], which is our case are
p(N) and d(TM) orbitals with spin σ . The corresponding
U -induced potential depends on occupations nmσ , and is
depend on the value of

attractive (repulsive) for occupied (unoccupied) orbitals.
If

|vkσi

denotes the band states, then

where

f (vkσ)hvkσ|mσihmσ|vkσi,

(1)

f (vkσ)

is the occupation number.

The induced

energy correction is [2]:

can be found by appropriate projections.

This contri-

bution is in turn determined by hybridization between

{|mσi}

and the host.

up from

{|mσi},

If a defect state is mainly built

its energy is shifted by about

|U/2|.

In the opposite limit, the state of an eective-mass ac-

X

nmσ =

∆εmσ = U (1/2 − nmσ ).
(2)
The U -induced energy shift of a given state |vkσi is determined by the contributions of |mσi to this state, which

ceptor (donor) is built from states from the valence (conduction) band extremum, and its energy relative to the
top of the valence band (or bottom of the conduction
band) are almost insensitive to

U.
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d3

Cr in GaN is in the
trons on the

e↑

conguration, with two elec-

level, and one on the

t2 ↑.

a(t2 )
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onal JahnTeller splitting of the latter state into
and

+U ,

e(t2 )

is enhanced by the occupation eect described
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by Eq. (2).
This splitting of t2

↑ is much smaller for Mn, and there-

References

fore it is not shown in Fig. 1. However, in this case the
spin-down states are in the gap, they are empty, and their
upward energy shifts (see Fig. 1) with the increasing
follow from Eq. (2).

U

This argument also explains the

e ↓ of Co3+ , Fig. 1c, which is occupied
In this case one can also see that t2 ↑

downward shift of
by one electron.

is strongly hybridized with the top of the valence band,

U

and thus is less sensitive to

interact with the hole states.

e ↓,

than

which does not

The degree of hybridiza-

tion was directly found by analyzing the relevant wave
functions.
The levels of Fe

3+

in AlN and GaN are compared

in Fig. 2. We see that the relative Fe level energies are
very similar in both matrices. In other words, both the
crystal eld splitting and the exchange splitting of Fe
ion levels weakly depend on the host, which is partially
due to the similar ionicities and lattice constants of AlN
and GaN. Moreover, the dependence of levels on

U (Fe)

is almost the same.
We now compare the obtained results with experimental results, which allows to determine the optimal values of

U.

For Fe

3+

, two intracenter optical transitions

were observed, at 1.3 and 2.01 eV. They are denoted by

3+ 2+

charge transfer level

was assessed to be at 2.87 eV [9].

The best agreement

arrows in Fig. 2b.

The Fe

with these data occurs for

U (Fe)= U (N)= 5

/

U (Fe)= 0

U (N)= 0.

and

For

eV (and for hybrid functionals [1011])

the calculated exchange splitting of Fe states increases,

3+

and the error is as large as 2 eV. For Mn

, intracenter

e ↑→ t2 ↑ at 1.4 eV was identied [1214],
and e2↑ was located ≈ 0.3 eV above the TVB [12]. Ion3+
ization absorption Mn
+hν → Mn2+ + hole at 1.8 eV
absorption

was also observed [12, 13]. Comparison with the present
results, Fig. 1b, shows that even

U (Mn)= 0

is too high a

value, and all the above transitions are well reproduced
by

U (N)= 0

and a negative

U (Mn)≈ −1.5

eV.

4. Conclusions

We have performed GGA and GGA+U calculations of
the energy levels of four typical TM impurities in GaN
and AlN. The results were compared with experimental
intracenter optical transition energies, which are known
with high accuracies. The

+U

term was considered as a

free parameter. The strong dependence of the

U

values of

the crystal surrounding is demonstrated by the fact that
the optimal values of

U

are about 01 eV, i.e., they are

smaller than those typically assumed for e.g. TM oxides,
about 5 eV.
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